BP3's Brazos Portal is the best choice in user experience for bridge to cloud. With Brazos Portal federation users can
receive their BPM tasks from both the on-premise IBM BPM instance and the Cloud instance in the same place.
There is no need to log into two different portals during transition when you use Brazos Portal.
By federating tasks into a single portal you can slowly drain older instances from your on-premise installation of
IBM BPM while starting all new instances in your cloud environment.
Fast Fact s:
-

Only BP3's Brazos Portal is able to federate across these two environments
Without the Brazos Portal users would need to log into two environments to gain access to their tasks
Migrating long running instances from an on-premise installation to BPMOC is not recommended and using
drain methodology is the best way to allow those instances to complete.

Ben ef it s:
-

With a one time installation of Brazos Portal end users don't have to be exposed to new environment
Brazos Portal allows for customization of end users task list
Brazos Portal can be customized to match your brand
When used in conjunction with Brazos UI users will have a consistent user experience across environments

Abou t BP3:

BP3 delivers transformative solutions that help enterprise-level organizations improve overall
performance by connecting people, processes and technologies. We provide business process,
decision management and analytics software and services to Fortune 500 businesses in the
financial services, retail, healthcare and energy sectors. Our Brazos Platform has been powering
thousands of digital transformations and customer experiences since 2007 and solves complex
business problems for businesses all over the world. Recognized as a ?best place to work? by
Fortune Magazine and The Austin Business Journal, BP3 is headquartered in Austin, Texas with
offices in London, Amsterdam, and Copenhagen.For more information, please visit www.bp-3.com.

